
Good day Members of Massasoit (and others) 

Hello: This is the UNOFFICIAL, uncensored, newsletter of the Massasoit Gun Club. I am writing this to inform the 
membership of things going on at Massasoit of which they are probably not aware. I will never report anything in 
these newsletters that I have not verified personally with at least two independent sources. 

If you're new to the list this is the third edition, Jan 12
th
 2020. 

First I want to thank everyone who showed up at Mondays meeting. 

Woodrow Wilson once said, “If you want to make enemies, try to change something”. I've certainly made enemies of 
some members of the Executive Committee. What I am trying to change is the constant stream of 90% lies coming 
straight from the top. The biggest lie yet revolves around the building permit and the reasons we don't have one. This 
is a developing story so stay tuned. 

Those of you who attended Monday’s meeting now know why I am not able to stand up and declare myself publicly 
lest I become the next person to be expelled. To best serve the membership I must remain in my position at the club 
for a while longer. 

For those unable to attend it was quite a show. Many threats were made against me by the president. He says he has 
a cadre of lawyers after me and I believe him. There are lawyers who will sue a ham sandwich if you pay the 
appropriate fee. I have no doubt the President will flush vast amounts of the club’s money down the toilet paying 
lawyers in an attempt to prevent the membership from knowing the truth. 

Let me address some “concerns” he expressed. 

First: He suggested I know where you live. I have a list of EMAIL addresses. I do not have your home address or 
name except for those of you who have shared that info with me (or for the many of you I know personally). 

Second: He claims I won’t take you off the list after repeated requests. As of 1-11-20 I’ve had exactly 4 requests to 
remove. I send out new emails only after I've read all incoming emails. Frankly I wish members of other clubs would 
remove themselves as I have more on my list than Massasoit has members. I guess the lager gun community has 
some morbid interest in our affairs. Schadenfreude perhaps? 

Third: He claims I’m trying to destroy the club. Current management is doing a fine job of that without any help. Those 
of you who have suggested they will not renew their memberships know I have strongly discouraged that action. My 
purpose is to let everyone know EXACTLY what is going on and hopefully, with enough member engagement, we 
can get transparent, member-centric management in place and become a club again. A place where we ALL work 
toward the common goal of having a Safe, Healthy and Comfortable place to shoot and get together with like-minded 
people. 

I will send out a recap of the Monday meeting soon but, in the interest of ruthless accuracy, I must review my 
recording of the meeting first (and it was a long meeting, almost 4 hours). 

I have received a lot of email since the meeting and I will respond to each one. 

Bear with me, sending out these emails is a lot of work. Gmail does not allow a single mass mailing to everyone on 
the list. 

“Since corrupt people unite among themselves to constitute a force, then honest people must do the same.” – Leo 
Tolstoy 

Best Regards and Thanks again for showing up Monday 

Jack Falcone 

 


